Simon Langton Girls’ Grammar School
Old Dover Road, Canterbury, Kent CT1 3EW
Telephone: 01227 463711 Email: post@langton.kent.sch.uk
Website: www.langton.kent.sch.uk
September 2022
Dear Parents/Guardians,
RE: LANGUAGE LESSONS AFTER SCHOOL
We would like to offer the following extra languages for students to study after the school day. The cost
would be £5.00 per person, per session for 25 weeks = £125.00. (This is dependent on a minimum of 5
students).
Thanks to a grant from the Qatar Foundation all Arabic lessons will only cost £5.00 for the whole course.
The lessons would start in the week of Monday 10th October (different from ParentPay date).
This is the timetable of languages: (From 15:30-16:30 in person at the school).
Beginners Lessons
Monday
Italian F12
Pasquina DiTano
Russian F15
Olga Harrison

Tuesday
Korean F17
Misun Sallis
French
Ms Raynal
F13

Wednesday
Arabic F16
Mona Kalmoni
Mandarin
Ying Shen
Lunch A & B
2 classes

Thursday
Turkish F14
Zeynep Taner
Nepalese F12
Sajana Thapa

Friday
Hindi F12
Sajana Thapa

Polish F14
Justyna Venner
Continuers Lessons from last academic year 2021-2022
Monday
Arabic F13
Mona Kalmoni

Tuesday

Wednesday
Russian F15
Olga Harrison
Italian F13
Pasquina DiTano
Mandarin F17
Ying Shen
Polish F14
Justyna Venner

Thursday
Korean F13
Misun Sallis

Friday

There is also the possibility for parents/guardians and their friends to join the Langton Language Centre
classes. The classes for adults will be £5.00 per person (based on a minimum of 5 people), per 1 hour
session for 25 weeks = £125.00. Thanks to the grant from the Qatar Foundation, all Arabic lessons will cost
only £5.00 for the whole course.

This is the timetable of language classes for adults: (From 18:00-19:00), starting in the week of 10th
October.
Adult Lessons
Monday
Mandarin F17
Ying Shen

Tuesday
Russian F15
Olga Harrison

Hindi F16
Sajuna Thapa

French F13
Ms Rayal

Wednesday
Italian F15
Pasquina
DiTano*
Arabic F16
Mona Kalmoni
Polish F14
Justyna Venner

Thursday
Korean F13
Misun Sallis

Friday
Turkish F15
Zeynep Taner

Nepalese F12
Sajuna Thapa

We are hoping that we will be able to run Japanese, Spanish and German classes, please keep an eye on the
‘Parent Bulletin’ for further details.
In addition to these courses, we are also offering businesses in the area the opportunity to have lessons
tailored to their needs. If this is something you, or someone you know, may be interested in, please contact
Mr Stalley directly at the school – dstalley@langton.kent.sch.uk
Finally, we have capacity to offer classes to bilingual students in preparation for GCSE and A Level
examinations on a Saturday morning. Initially, we will be running an Arabic class, for bilinguals on a
Saturday morning at 09:00-10:00, here, at the Girls’ school, using Modern Standard Arabic for reading and
writing and Levant Arabic for speaking and listening working towards a GCSE, these lessons would cost only
£5.00, due to the grant, for the whole course of 25 weeks. For other languages please email Mr Stalley your
interest – dstalley@langton.kent.sch.uk
If you would like to participate in any of these courses, please log into your parentpay account and pay for
the relevant course for your child. For adults please pay through parentpay (if a parent of a child at the
school) or this link (if not a parent of a child at the school) stating clearly the course and your name. The
deadline is Monday 30 September, so that arrangements can be made for the classes.

Yours faithfully

Mr David Stalley
Director of the Langton Language Centre

